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I. INTRODUCTION

I
N the last years, constructing sparse signal approximations by means of redundant dictionaries has received a lot of attention, see [2] , [3] , [4] , [10] , and the references therein for a thorough introduction. In short, the reason for this interest is that a sparse signal representation effectively reduces the dimensionality of the signal and thus makes it easier to store or manipulate. The use of redundant dictionaries is then simply a consequence of the fact that the existence of a sparse signal representation becomes more likely as the number of building blocks or atoms in the dictionary increases. Before we can illustrate the topic further by stating two of the typically investigated problems, we will need to introduce some vocabulary. We will be working with signals . A dictionary is assumed to be represented by a matrix, with , whose columns are the atoms , :
The ratio is called redundancy. A signal is said to have a -sparse representation in the dictionary if there exists a set with such that we can write
With a slight abuse of language we will call both the set and the atoms with indexes in the support of and write for the matrix of all the atoms in the support. The complement of the support will be denoted by . Now, having all definitions in place, the first problem, concerned with finding sparse signal approximations, can be more accurately stated as Problem 1.
1) Problem 1: Given a signal , find its best -sparse approximation in the dictionary , i.e., Or the dual problem, given find the sparsest -approximation, i.e.,
Of course for any signal and dictionary there always exist solutions to the above problems. However, in order to justify the use of the term sparse, we obviously need to have a dictionary in which the signal has a representation where both and are small, i.e.,
. This leads to the next problem.
2) Problem 2: Given a class of signals , find a dictionary such that all signals will have a good sparse approximation in .
Without any further assumption on the signal or the dictionary, finding the solution to the first problem is combinatorial. Thus, one would have to try the orthogonal projection of the signal on all possible -sparse supports. To circumvent this problem people started imposing restrictions on the dictionary and/or the coefficients . By now there exists detailed theory describing under which assumptions suboptimal algorithms like thresholding, (orthogonal) matching pursuit (OMP), or basis pursuit (BP), can be proven to recover the true support, see, for instance, [1] , [5] , and [10] . The property at the base of most theorems for greedy algorithms is slow growth of the cumulative coherence also called Babel function of the dictionary, which is defined as It gives an indication of how close/far the dictionary is to/from an orthonormal basis. For compactness reasons we will omit the reference to dictionary, i.e., write , whenever it is clear which dictionary is meant and write for the coherence, i.e.,
. Using this definition a typical result for thresholding, cp. [6] , and OMP, cp. [10] , reads as Theorem 1. One deduction from the theorem is that it is desirable to have a dictionary where the cumulative coherence is growing slowly. Dictionaries having minimal coherence are called Grassmannian frames and are quite well studied, see [9] and references therein, but the next step of trying to minimize the cumulative coherence seems novel. However we can give a lower bound on the cumulative coherence based on results about Grassmannian frames. The following theorem is an extension of [9, Theorem 2.3].
Theorem 2: Let be a dictionary of atoms in dimension . If then
Equality holds if and only if the dictionary is an equiangular unit norm tight frame.
Since the proof of the theorem is quite technical and not necessary for further developments it is relegated to the appendix, awaiting inspection by the genuinely interested there. What should be noted though is that optimal Grassmannian frames that meet the lower bound for the coherence, i.e., simultaneously meet the lower bound for the cumulative coherence for all with . On the other hand, while a dictionary minimizing the cumulative coherence might be interesting for communication applications, it will not be ideal for approximation of a specific class of signals, like for instance EEGs or music. For these purposes learned dictionaries are by definition more suited to the task, see [7] . However these learned dictionaries will not show the desired incoherence properties, that enable us to find the approximation with suboptimal algorithms in the same degree as optimal Grassmannian frames. Assume that we have a dictionary that represents a signal class well but is unfortunately so coherent that already , meaning that we cannot guarantee for OMP to find even a superposition of only two atoms. Thus, in order to find good approximations we would have to use a more complex algorithm. Alternatively, we could circumvent the problem by trying to find a new dictionary that still represents the class well but retains small minimal cumulative coherence, an interesting research direction in itself.
However, in this paper, we will introduce the concept of sensing dictionaries and present a small alteration of the suboptimal algorithms such that they can perform well for dictionaries with high cumulative coherence. In Section II, we will first explain how to separate the thresholding algorithm into a sensing and a reconstruction part. We will then show that sensing with a different dictionary can lower the cumulative cross-coherence and yield better recovery results. Motivated by structural properties of optimal Grassmannian frames we propose an iterative algorithm to construct a sensing dictionary/matrix giving lower cross-coherence. After analyzing its convergence properties theoretically we use it to calculate sensing matrices for various dictionaries and compare the performance of thresholding with and without sensing dictionaries in practice. In Section III, we will introduce sensing dictionaries as well for (O)MP and from a worst case performance analysis derive a characterization of the ideal sensing dictionary. We will then again do some numerical simulations of how OMP performs with or without sensing matrices using the sensing dictionaries obtained with the algorithm developed in Section II. In Section IV, we will discuss the theoretical and numerical limitations of the schemes so far, as well as possible extensions.
II. SENSING DICTIONARIES FOR THRESHOLDING
As mentioned above thresholding can be formally decomposed into sensing steps, where we try to identify correct atoms of the support, and reconstruction steps.
Sensing: find , Reconstruction:
again denotes the Moore-Penrose pseudo inverse. If the dictionary is too coherent the sensing part will fail to identify correct atoms. Our idea is to change the sensing part and instead of sensing with the dictionary, use a different sensing matrix that allows to identify more correct components. This sensing matrix will have as columns the same number of sensing atoms as the original dictionary had atoms, so that we have a one to one correspondence between the sensing and the original atoms. If we denote the sensing atom in that corresponds to the atom in the original dictionary with schematically the new algorithm looks like Sensing new: find ,
Reconstruction:
This approach can be easily motivated on the following example. Assume for instance that the dictionary is a deformed version of a dictionary with low coherence, like an optimal Grassmannian frame or even more simple an orthogonal basis, meaning where is an invertible matrix with inverse . For any -sparse signal by applying the matrix we can construct a new signal . To find the sparse support we could equivalently use the original signal and dictionary or solve this new problem. But since for a Grassmannian frame the cumulative coherence grows more slowly-in the case of being an orthogonal basis it is even zero-the second problem is obviously better conditioned:
However, if we write down explicitly the sensing of with ( denotes the transpose of ) we see that we can actually interpret it as sensing the original signal with a sensing matrix of the form . In the special case where we choose such that , we get as sensing matrix the canonical dual frame (pseudo-inverse):
, which in the even more special case where the dictionary is a basis is just the biorthogonal basis . Now in order to generalize the above idea, we can investigate what happens if we do not insist on deriving the sensing matrix from a linear transformation of the problem. Instead of restricting ourselves to using sensing matrices of the form , we will allow any matrix of the same size as the original dictionary. To see explicitly what properties we want to infer for the sensing/measuring matrix we do the analogue of the analysis leading to (1).
A. Worst Case Analysis of Thresholding With a Sensing Dictionary
Let be a -dimensional signal that has a -sparse representation in the overcomplete dictionary , , i.e.,
For thresholding to recover a component in the support, we need the inner product of signal with the corresponding sensing atom to be larger than the inner product with any atom in the sensing matrix whose corresponding partner is not part of the support:
Writing out the inner product, we can estimate
The right-most terms in the above equations show a strong similarity to the cumulative coherence. By analogy, we define the cumulative cross-coherence or cross-Babel function of two dictionaries as well as their minimal coherence as
As before, we will leave out the reference to the dictionaries whenever it is clear which ones are meant. Using these definitions, we can further simplify the above estimates to get Finally, the combination of these two estimates leads to the following theorem. 
This is a relaxation over the traditional recovery condition (1) if
The obvious questions now are as follows: Given a dictionary , do there exist complementary sensing dictionaries that give a relaxed recovery condition, and, if yes, how do we find them or rather how do we find the best. Since we want to have the new recovery condition as relaxed as possible we need to find the dictionary for which the recovery coefficient is minimal, i.e., (6) Consequently, unless the minimum in the above equation is attained by the dictionary itself, there will always exist better sensing dictionaries. The next subsection is dedicated to developing an algorithm for finding one of them.
B. Algorithm for Calculating Sensing Dictionaries
If we wanted to find the optimal sensing dictionary we would have to find the solution to Problem (6). This a daunting task as is more clearly demonstrated by looking at the expansion of the objective function after back-inserting the definitions:
Another complication arises from the fact that we may not know the exact sparsity of our signals as this can vary but only its order of magnitude.
Our approach to solving the problem is inspired by the alternative projection method in [11] for constructing equiangular tight frames. The problem of trying to find a sensing matrix for the dictionary that gives low cumulative coherence can be reformulated as looking for the gram type matrix closest to the ideal gram matrix, which by Theorem 2 has only ones on the diagonal and all off diagonal entries of absolute value . So if we define matrix an matrix with and for and equip the space of all matrices with the Frobenius norm we can write the problem as (7) which can be solved via projection onto convex sets (POCS) since both sets and are convex; see [11] for details. In our case, POCS will do the following. We fix a number of iterations, initialize , and then in each iterative step do 1) find that minimizes ; 2) find that minimizes . After the last iteration, we can extract our sensing dictionary from the matrix , which by definition is of the form . Let us now find explicit expressions for the projection of a matrix onto and . By writing out the Frobenius norm explicitly (8) we see that the minimum is attained for the matrix with if if
The solution to the second minimization problem is not much harder to find. If we write , we can rewrite the problem From the last expression, it is clear that we should choose , leading to and . Before testing the algorithm numerically note that in case the dictionary was a basis we have resulting in . The set consequently only contains the identity matrix and so in one iteration the algorithm will find the best sensing dictionary-the biorthogonal basis.
C. Simulations
First we calculated sensing dictionaries for three dictionaries of different types to compare the cumulative coherences and cross-coherences. To simplify the comparison we will "hide" within the correlations and choose the normalization of the atoms in such that . The first dictionary was a random dictionary, of redundancy in dimension . So in every atom the entries were drawn independently from a normalized standard Gaussian distribution and then the atom was rescaled to have unit norm. The second dictionary was a Gabor dictionary made up of the time-frequency shifts of one atom , i.e., where . In our case this atom was a normalized standard Gaussian in dimension and the time and frequency shift parameters were chosen as , , leading to a redundancy . The third dictionary was the union of two orthonormal bases, the Haar-wavelet basis and the discrete cosine transform (DCT) basis in dimension . Looking at Fig. 1 , we see that for the random dictionary [ Fig. 1(a) ], the cross coherence is significantly lower than the coherence. We already have for , meaning that we can only guarantee to recover super positions of up to two atoms with equal absolute coefficients. On the other hand, , meaning we can recover super-positions of up to four atoms. Also for the Gabor dictionary [ Fig. 1(b) ], there is a slight improvement so while we still have . For the Haar-DCT dictionary [ Fig. 1(c) ], we still observe the slower growth of the cross-coherence but in this case the difference is not large enough to change the worst case behavior, i.e., . As second part of the simulations we tested how the sensing dictionaries performed in average for thresholding. For every support size varying between 1 and 30, we constructed 500 signals by choosing the atoms in the support uniformly at random and coefficients of absolute value one with random signs in the case of the real dictionaries, i.e., the random and the Haar-DCT dictionary, and uniformly random angle in case of the complex Gabor dictionary. We ran thresholding using both the original and the sensing dictionary counting how often the full support could be recovered. The results are displayed in Fig. 2 .
As we can see, while for both the random and the Gabor dictionary the recovery rates are higher when using the sensing dictionary, there is no improvement for the Haar-DCT dictionary. One of the reasons might be that on average thresholding for the Haar-DCT dictionary is already performing well. So comparing the original recovery rates of the random and the Haar-DCT dictionary, which have about the same redundancy, we observe a performance gap in favour of the Haar-DCT dictionary. However, the gap closes when using the sensing dictionary for the random matrix. Also note that in the above experiment we tested the average performance but used the sensing dictionaries that were designed to give a good worst case performance. Before discussing these issues more thoroughly in Section IV, let us investigate the use of sensing dictionaries for (O)MP. 
III. SENSING DICTIONARIES FOR (O)MP
Even more clearly than thresholding (O)MP can be decomposed into sensing and reconstruction steps. We initialize , , and then in each step do Sensing: Fig. 2 . Recovery rates for thresholding using the original dictionary (or dico) and the sensing dictionary (sens dico).
Reconstruction:
As before, we can change the sensing step of the algorithm and, instead of trying to identify components of the true support with the dictionary itself, use a sensing dictionary .
Sensing new:
To determine which conditions we should impose on the sensing matrix for (O)MP, we again do a worst case analysis.
A. Worst Case Analysis of (O)MP With a Sensing Dictionary
Theorem 4: Let be a signal exactly -sparse in , i.e.,
. (Orthogonal) Matching Pursuit using the sensing matrix will always select components of the true support if (9) which is always satisfied if (10) Proof: Basically, we just need to rewrite Tropp's proof for Exact Recovery for OMP in [10] . As long as we have only selected correct atoms we know that the residual is still a linear combination of the atoms in the true support, i.e., (O)MP will again select a correct atom at the next step if the maximal correlation of the residual with an atom in the support is larger than the maximal correlation with an atom outside the support . So we have to make sure that the quotient satisfies (11) For further simplification, we need to make use of -matrix norms for , defined as . Inserting into expression (11) and assuming that the matrix is invertible so that we can write , we can bound it as Finally, we note that which by condition (9) is smaller than one as required.
For the second part of the proof, we just have to show that condition (10) implies condition (9). First we can estimate
The second term in the above can easily be bounded with the cross-coherence To bound the first term, we use the fact that whenever we have . Set , then (12) and consequently
If we now combine these two estimates with condition (10), we get the desired bound
The theorem above is applicable to both MP and OMP as we only used that in each step the residual is a linear combination of the atoms in the support. Note, however, that picking a correct atom does not mean picking a new correct atom. Indeed since the sensing atoms corresponding to already found atoms are not orthogonal to the residual not even OMP can be guaranteed to find the full support in steps. As a consequence to Theorem 4, we get a characterization of the optimal sensing dictionary for (O)MP. Given a dictionary and a sparsity level , the best sensing dictionary is the solution to
Unfortunately, solving this problem is even harder than solving the original problem of finding the best sensing dictionary for thresholding in (6) , as in addition to the maximum over all subsets of size we also have to consider the inverse of a pseudo Gram matrix. However we still have the sufficient condition (10) for recovery success in terms of the cross coherence. Thus, if we take a sensing dictionary calculated with the algorithm developed in Section II-B that has cross-coherence smaller than the coherence, we can at least guarantee recovery for signals with higher sparsity. Finally, what remains to be done is to check whether these sensing dictionaries also improve the average case performance of OMP.
B. Simulations for OMP
For our simulations, we used the same three dictionaries and sensing dictionaries as for tresholding and the same set up. So for every support size varying between 10 and 40, we constructed 500 signals in the same way as for thresholding. Then, we ran OMP using both the original and the sensing dictionary Fig. 3 . Recovery rates for OMP using the original dictionary (or dico) and the sensing dictionary (sens dico).
counting how often the full support could be recovered. The results are displayed in Fig. 3 .
Surprisingly, even though the sensing matrices are derived from optimizing only a sufficient worst case condition we can observe the same trends as for thresholding. So for both the random and the Gabor dictionary, the recovery rates are higher when using the sensing dictionary but there is no improvement for the Haar-DCT dictionary. Comparing the original recovery rates of the random and the Haar-DCT dictionary, we observe the same performance gap in favour of the Haar-DCT dictionary as for thresholding. Again the gap closes when using the sensing dictionary for the random matrix.
IV. DISCUSSION, CONCLUSION, AND FUTURE WORK
In this paper, we introduced the concept of sensing dictionaries to improve the performance of thresholding and OMP, while maintaining the same computational complexity. We analyzed the worst case behavior of both algorithms when using a sensing dictionary and from the results derived characterizations of the optimal sensing dictionaries for worst case performance. We developed an approximative algorithm to find good sensing dictionaries and showed that it works in practice, i.e., we get a sensing dictionary with lower cumulative cross coherence than coherence, even though this difference is not always sufficiently large to guarantee a higher recovery rate. We did some numerical simulations to test the average performance of both algorithms and found out that in some cases the sensing dictionaries for good worst case performance also improve the average performance. There is a simple heuristic argument why the recovery rates increased for the random and the Gabor dictionary but not for the Haar-DCT dictionary. So for the random and the Gabor dictionary lowering the extreme correlations that are contributing to the cumulative coherence went together with lowering all the correlations, while for the Haar-DCT dictionary lowering the extremal correlations came at the price of increasing some of the a priori small correlations. Fig. 4 showing the Gram matrices and pseudo Gram matrices nicely illustrates this effect.
For the future, there are plenty of interesting directions to explore. We would like to precisely analyze the average behavior of OMP, as has already been done for BP [12] and thresholding [8] . Given a probabilistic model for our sparse signals, we want to derive design criteria for the sensing dictionaries to be able to recover a high percentage of these signals and consequently develop constructive algorithms for calculating the sensing dictionaries. Similarly, we want to characterize good sensing matrices for recovery in the presence of noise and for OMP as an approximation algorithm.
As a parallel direction, we would like to improve the algorithm for calculating the worst case sensing dictionaries. For now, in order to find a sensing matrix that is close to optimal, we use the Frobenius norm as distance measure. This has the advantage of resulting in simple formulas for the alternate projections. However, there is no guarantee that the best sensing matrix is the one having a pseudo Gram matrix that minimizes the Euclidean distance to the ideal Gram matrix. A promising idea in that direction is to use a different distance measure like the 1-norm of the Gram matrices when considered as vectors. This would mean that instead of the least square problem in (7) we would have to solve an iteration of weighted least square problem with adaptive weights.
Finally, it would be interesting to investigate whether the concept of dictionary preconditioning can be extended to basis pursuit, which is the other main approach for finding sparse signal representations.
APPENDIX PROOF OF THEOREM 2
We will do all the hard work for the proof in the following lemma.
Lemma 1: Let be a non increasing sequence of positive real numbers with . If then (14)
Equality holds if and only if the sequence is constant, i.e., for all . Proof: We have to show that for any non constant sequence the sum over the first elements is larger than . Assume first that the . Then, all the first summands also have to be since the sequence has to be non increasing and so their sum is larger than . On the other hand, if we assume that for a , then
Under these circumstances, the best possible choice for , , is the solution to the following minimization problem curves of the objective function are the parallel translates of the dashed line. It is easy to see that the minimum is attained in one of the corner of the feasible region, i.e., for
Let us check when this minimum is smaller than , i.e., To see whether the inequality above is valid, we have to do the following manipulations:
From the last expression, we can finally see that the inequality is never valid as long as . Thus, the only remaining choice is and then the minimum is clearly attained only when the sequence is constant.
Finally, we are able to prove Theorem 2. We know that the energy of all inner products between two atoms, i.e., the squared Frobenius norm of the Gram matrix satisfies where equality holds only if is a tight frame; see [9] for a proof. From the inequality above, we can deduce that there exists at least one such that
If we now reorder the correlations non increasingly and denote the th largest correlations with , we can apply Lemma 1 with and get that as long as . Backtracing the conditions under which all the inequalities are actually equalities, we see that this happens if and only if all the correlations are of constant absolute value, i.e., on top of being tight is also equiangular.
